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QUESTION 1

With the Huawei abnormal flow cleaning solution, deployed at the scene of a bypass, dynamic routing drainage occurs
without human intervention. When an abnormality is detected, the management center will generate a draining task
automatically, and the task is done directly after the drainage cleaning equipment is issued if testing equipment. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A user using L2TP over IPsec vpn client appropriated by the company\\'s LNS gets dialing failure. 

But in the LNS through debug ike all, and debug L2TP all did not show any information. Both phases have failed in
establishing IKE. What could be the reason for failure? (Choose two answers) 

A. Traffic interested acl configuration error. 

B. Firewall (LNS) connected to the public network interface does not apply IPsec policies. 

C. IPsec data flow does not reach the firewall. 

D. The LNS is not LZTP enabled. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

In defense FIN / RST Flood attack method, conversation is checked. The workflow is when the FIN / RST packet rate
exceeds the threshold, discarded packets, and then start the conversation check. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

URPF main function is to prevent network attacks based on the destination address spoofing. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

Logging session log NAT / ASPF generated DPI traffic monitoring logs. Logs for this type provide a "binary" output
mode. Using binary output can greatly reduce the impact on system performance but the use of binary form output
requires supporting eLog log management system. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

An attack will fake a source server to send a large number of SYN-ACK packet to the target network or server. If the
packet destination port is a TCP service port to be attacked, it will cause the server\\'s TCP protocol stack to handle
exceptions. 

What attacking technique is this? 

A. SYN Flood 

B. SYN-ACK Flood 

C. ACK-Flood 

D. Connection Flood 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

SSL VPN authentication is successful, but it can not access the Web-link resources. Which statement is correct?
(Choose three answers) 

A. The server is not open Web services. 

B. Strategies to limit user access. 

C. The equipment and network server is unreachable. 

D. SSL VPN users have reached the maximum limit. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 8

When using Radius server to authenticate users, (topology diagram shown below) we not only need to ensure that the
user name and password for the account exists on the Radius server, a firewall must be configured on a user name and
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password. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

With the Huawei Anti-DDoS equipment first packet discard technology, the defense is constantly changing the source IP
address or source port number of attack packets. 

Regarding the first packet discard technology, which of the following is not correct? 

A. UDP protocol does not have retransmission mechanism, so you can not use the first packet discard techniques 

B. The first packet discarding used in conjunction with source authentication, prevents false source of attacks. 

C. Based triples (source IP address, source port, and protocol) to match packets and packets by time interval to
determine the first packet 

D. The packet transmission interval is less than the lower limit of the first packet detection rate, or the rate is higher than
the upper limit of the first packet inspection packets believed to be the first package. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

The anti-DDoS device can implement traffic blocking or limiting to defend against attacks if the service learning function
discovers that certain services do not run on the network or the service traffic volume is small. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 11

The main method of caching servers DNS Request Flood defense is the use of DNS source authentication. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

In USG equipment, which statement is correct on current-configuration files and saved- configuration profile? (Choose
two answers) 

A. ELI administrators to configure a feature USG device, the device will modify Saved- configuration immediately. 

B. See the next startup configuration file to load the device display saved-configuration. 

C. When executing the Save command, the device will be current-configuration is copied to the saved-configuration. 

D. When executing the Save command, current-configuration commands to take effect. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 13

ESP verifies only the IP payload in NAT traversal, but the ESP port information will be encrypted causing the layer 4
information to be unusable with PAT. 

Using the IPsec NAT transparency feature can solve this problem, the ESP packet is encapsulated in a UDP header
and contains the information necessary to enable PAT to work. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Refer to the following diagram in regards to Bypass mode. 
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Which of the following statements is correct a few? (Choose two answers) 

A. When the interface is operating in a non-Bypass state, the flow from the inflow of USG Router_A interfaces from
GE0, GE1 after USG treatment from the interface flow Router_B. 

B. When the Interface works in Bypass state, traffic flow from the interface by the Router_A GE0 USG, USG without any
treatment, flows directly Router_B flows from the GE1 interfaces. 

C. When there are firewall requirements to achieve security policies, while working at the interface Bypass state to
operate without interruption. Therefore, the device can be maintained in the Bypass state job. 

D. Power Bypass interface can work in bridge mode, and can work with the bypass circuit. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

USG firewall supports which of the load balancing algorithms? (Choose three answers) A. The source address hashing
algorithm (srchash) 

B. Polling simple algorithm (roundrobin) 

C. Weighted Round Robin algorithm (weightrr) 

D. ratio (Ratio) 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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